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I. Introduction
Turner, Mason & Company (“TM&C”) was engaged by the Western States Petroleum Association
(“WSPA”) to evaluate the Cost-Benefit Analysis of Proposed California Oil and Gas Refinery
Regulations prepared by RAND Corporation on behalf of the California Department of Industrial
Relations and the California Environmental Protection Agency. The findings by RAND were utilized
by these two agencies as economic justification for a proposed widening of state regulations dealing
with process safety at petroleum refineries operating within the state. Most of these refineries are
WSPA members, and it was their collective desire that WSPA engage a third party to review and
perform an independent assessment of the analysis and conclusions presented in the RAND Report.
As part of our evaluation, TM&C took the following steps:
•

Reviewed the RAND Report, released March 23, 2016;

•

Reviewed the proposed California General Industrial Safety Order (the “GISO”);

•

Reviewed the Contra Costa County (“CCC”) industrial safety ordinance upon which the state
modeled its GISO;

•

Obtained and reviewed RAND survey responses provided by the 10 WSPA-member
refineries that participated in the survey;

•

Interviewed the individuals responsible for responding to the RAND survey;

•

Obtained and reviewed numerous refinery safety performance metrics that RAND did not
incorporate in its analysis;

•

Analyzed the cost analysis RAND performed; and,

•

Analyzed the benefit analysis RAND performed.

As a result of our review and analysis, we conclude that RAND:
•

Conducted the study with a team that lacked the necessary refining or process safety
management experience or expertise;

•

Employed a flawed survey methodology that contributed to inaccuracies in its subsequent
analysis;

•

Failed to obtain, review and consider various publicly available industry safety metrics and
discarded industry responses to RAND’s own survey regarding this topic, all of which we
found would counter RAND’s fundamental assumption that the proposed GISO would
significantly improve process safety at non-CCC refineries;

•

Misinterpreted and/or relied on selective cost data from the responses to its survey which led
them to significantly underestimate the potential cost associated with compliance to the
proposed GISO, as currently written; and,
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•

Over-stated the potential benefits associated with the proposed GISO and potentially
discarded industry responses to its own survey which clearly demonstrated a consensus
industry belief that the proposed GISO would neither improve safety performance nor
provide material benefits.

A more detailed summation of our findings can be found in the following four sections of this report.
Additional safety metrics that we relied upon are found in the Appendix.
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II. Evaluation of RAND’s Survey Methodology
As part of its analysis, RAND conducted a survey of California refineries which featured a written
questionnaire directed to process safety personnel, held interview sessions with those same
individuals and collected follow-up information regarding the expected costs and perceived benefits
associated with the proposed GISO. In fact, much of the cost data RAND relied upon was gleaned
from this survey of the 12 California refineries that would be affected by the proposed order. As a
part of our engagement with WSPA, we obtained WSPA member survey responses, which
represented 10 of the total 12 refineries, and held short telephone interviews with the same process
safety personnel that participated in the RAND survey. Our own conclusions regarding the
information provided to RAND differed in a number of important ways compared with what RAND
suggests in its Report:
•

Below Average Confidence in the Data: RAND states in its Report that it generally believes
the data it collected to be of reasonably good quality and quite consistent. Our review
suggests the opposite. Almost all respondents stated a below-average confidence level in
the cost data they provided, primarily due to the compressed timeframe to respond. Only one
refiner, a CCC facility, stated above-average confidence, but importantly, it qualified the
answer with the assumption that the state GISO would be written and enforced in a similar
fashion as it has by CCC regulators, i.e., in a “performance-based” manner, with a
consideration of individual refinery and situational circumstances. Based on our knowledge
of how other California state refinery regulations have been handled, we believe it likely that
a more stringent “command-and-control” or “compliance-based” approach will be employed,
leading to higher cost for implementation than in CCC.

•

Highly Inconsistent Responses: Further, we also found the reported cost data to be highly
inconsistent, with some questions not being answered quantitatively and many respondents
qualifying their answers in a variety of ways. As a result, we believe the data was not
sufficiently consistent to support the cost estimates and analysis arrived at by RAND.

•

Omitted Concerns: Several respondents reported that they clearly communicated to RAND
that the cost data they supplied omitted capital expenditures associated with
recommendations spawned by the new and modified studies called for by the GISO. The
RAND Report fails to mention significant sets of concern, instead, it concludes that the
potential for reported costs to be inflated since the data was provided by entities (petroleum
refiners) that would, in RAND’s opinion, seek to minimize further regulatory burden.

•

Discarded Relevant Data: Oddly, RAND chose not to include in its survey a request for data
from California refiners regarding their numbers of past incidents that would have been
characterized as a Tier 1 or Tier 2 incident under API Recommended Practice (RP) 754.
While the RAND Report suggests that the available data would not be statistically significant,
the omitted data would have been both relevant and no less statistically significant than the
list of incidents that RAND relied upon for its analysis.

•

Inappropriate Assumptions and Directions: Despite RAND’s assertion in the opening of its
Structured Interview Questions that the responses address proposed changes to both the
GISO and the Accidental Release Program (“CalARP”) only the proposed changes to the
GISO were available to refiners at the time of the survey and the respondents had no
understanding of what changes, and their associated costs, were being proposed to the
CalARP rules. We were told by the respondents that RAND directed them to assume the
CalARP rules would “mirror” the GISO; however, that direction turned out to be wrong. In
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fact, the proposed CalARP rule includes many distinct and costly requirements that are not
reflected in the GISO. For example, in addition to including requirements relating to
performance indicators that are not discussed by RAND, the proposed CalARP rule would
provide that any local unified program agency (“UPA”) can “perform an independent Process
Safety Culture Assessment, Incident Investigation, evaluation of the ARP management
system, or Human Factors Analysis” at its own discretion and that the refiner “shall pay the
costs.” As a direct result, none of the survey responses adequately addressed the additional
cost associated with newly proposed CalARP requirements that are different from, or go
beyond the new requirement, found in the GISO.
•

Unclear Benefits: There was a clear consensus among the 10 responses that the proposed
GISO, as written, would not significantly improve safety nor would it provide any benefit
beyond current industry efforts directed at incident reduction.
Survey Procedural Errors

We also believe the questionnaire, timing and approach employed by RAND led to much of the
inconsistency and overall underreporting of costs for the following reasons:
a) Lack of Requisite Expertise: The RAND team’s lack of necessary expertise in petroleum
refinery operations, refinery design, or process safety led to a flawed survey methodology
that failed to fully capture all of the potential costs associated with the proposed regulations
as currently written, especially considering the broad interpretations available under the rules
to regulatory enforcement groups.
b) Inappropriately Directed Questions: RAND directed the survey to “process safety and cost”
experts and worded many of the survey questions in a way that emphasized only the most
circumscribed, known, and direct cost of expanded regulatory compliance. Direct costs of
compliance will likely represent only the “tip of the iceberg” when it comes to the total
potential cost of compliance associated with the proposed rule amendments as they are
currently written.
c) Insufficient Response Time: RAND allowed approximately 30 days for refiners to respond to
the survey. During this time, refiners were expected to analyze the regulatory language,
evaluate actions required to comply, estimate capital and expense costs for initial
compliance, and determine ongoing costs. This compressed schedule most likely prevented
the PSM experts, to which the survey was directed, from having adequate time to fully
engage in-house technical and engineering experts that could better, i) consider all of the
ramifications associated with the order, ii) fully examine all areas of potential costs, both
direct and indirect, and iii) consider various estimates of cost associated with the wide range
of potential interpretations available to regulatory enforcement groups.
d) Insufficient Time for Follow-Up and Clarification: The 30-day schedule was further limited in
the fact that RAND allowed only two weeks following face-to-face clarification sessions after
which refiners were required to submit their answers. Thus, the schedule in effect precluded
a careful review of the proposed regulations and reasonable degree of analysis of its
potential cost. This, in turn, led to a dramatic underreporting of indirect compliance costs by
most respondents. Had more time been allotted and if RAND’s questions placed appropriate
emphasis on all costs, we believe the reported data would have reflected much larger upfront
costs, similar to those reported by one refinery that did just this and whose data was
“rejected” by RAND as an “outlier.” Because RAND lacks expertise in the industry, it likely
was unable to evaluate a substantive basis for determining whether to reject the majority of
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the data or the data point that showed higher costs. It was inappropriate to reject input simply
because it was higher than other costs, as any credible analysis should have looked behind
the numbers to determine which values to include in the analysis.
e) Inappropriate Alteration of Survey Questions During Response Period: Based upon our
conversations with WSPA members responsible for preparing the survey responses, RAND
altered its survey during the response period and evidently accepted multiple versions of the
survey. The survey presented in its Report appears to be the “final” version. In reviewing the
survey responses submitted by WSPA members to RAND, it appears that some survey
questions were introduced mid-way through the survey, such that not all respondents had
the opportunity to respond to all the questions included in the final version. Our review
suggests certain cost data cited by RAND were based on a much smaller subset of
California refineries, undermining the representativeness of the data and the validity of the
conclusions.
f)

Guidelines Versus Legal Compliance Obligations: With respect to “Recognized And
Generally Accepted Good Engineering Practices” (RAGAGEP) in particular, the structured
survey fails to highlight that there is a material difference between simply following a
recommended practice and what actions refiners will likely take and what additional costs
they will incur once RAGAGEP has been given the “force of law.” It is our opinion once new
RAGAGEP requirements are given the “force of law,” refiners will be compelled to exceed
RAGAGEP (i.e., to create a compliance margin) at some additional cost with no offsetting
benefit. We doubt any compliance margin costs associated with following RAGAGEP under
the proposed regulations versus existing voluntary compliance were included. Further, our
discussions with WSPA members and our review of survey responses suggests that the
questions associated with RAGAGEP were mid-survey additions and were not answered by
a number of respondents.
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III. Important Safety Statistics & Metrics Omitted From The Rand Report
The Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”), via its 300 Log, tracks
occupational safety performance in the workplace. Performance results include total recordable
incident rates (“TRIR”) and fatalities and days away from work rate (“Fat/DAW”) that occur annually
in each refinery. Both of the rates measure performance per 200,000 man-hours worked and are
reported for facility personnel (i.e., company employees) and contractors. As a service to its member
companies, the American Fuels & Petrochemical Manufacturers (“AFPM”) compiles this information
and publishes annual safety reports. While these metrics cannot be considered direct measurements
of process safety performance, they do reflect the level of attention given by and importance of safe
operation at a refinery than the data selected by RAND. The AFPM data is collected on a national
level. By virtue of having a larger, more robust, and geographically diverse sample size, AFPM’s
data is inherently more comprehensive, reliable, and statistically significant. RAND uses Major
Refinery Incidents (“MRIs”) and refinery worker fatalities as its predominant metrics. Although
potentially impactful, these are low probability events. In contrast, the AFPM dataset encompasses
both major and minor incidents, including those with both process and personal safety causes.
Accordingly, the AFPM dataset provides more information regarding an employer’s overall safety
performance. Further, we believe they are much more statistically significant than the sparse data
RAND relies upon and can serve as better proxies for comparing the overall safety culture and
process safety performance of petroleum refineries. For our analysis, we generally sought to utilize
the aggregate of facility and contractor safety performance; however, we also utilized facility only
performance when we found the reported data to be as consistent as that for the aggregated
version. Our findings from this review suggest there is little, if any, material difference between CCC
refineries and their United States (“U.S.”) industry peers. We also found only small differences (and
occasionally no differences) between the three CCC refineries and their California and corporate
peers.
Additionally, since 2010 the American Petroleum Institute (“API”) has collected incident data from
participating refineries, under its recommended practice API RP 754. Under API RP754 various
incidents are categorized for reporting using common definitions. Well-defined Tier 1 and Tier 2
process safety incidents more accurately represent process safety performance. We obtained from
all 10 WSPA California refineries their 2011-2015 API Tier 1 and Tier 2 incident rates. The
information from these reports was reviewed by TM&C as part of this engagement. We believe these
additional safety performance metrics should also be utilized to determine if there is a significant
difference in safety performance by CCC refineries that the RAND Report claims. While not as
statistically significant as the OSHA 300 Log metrics discussed above, the available API data are
nonetheless instructive, in our opinion, and they should have been part of RAND’s analysis.
Collectively, the safety metrics we reviewed, including the incident lists compiled by RAND and
presented in its Report, do not justify RAND’s assertion that it was seven times more likely for an
incident to occur at a non-CCC refinery. This is especially true given the paucity of the RAND data
and its reliance of the results of probability analysis that was based on an inadequate data set. Of
particular note, we found:
•

The U.S. refining industry has significantly improved the safety of its operations over the
past 15 years without additional regulation.
 The U.S. refining industry has steadily reduced its average TRIR by 70% over the past 15
years as shown in Appendix Figure 1. This performance mirrors the reduction achieved by
the three CCC refineries, but was achieved in the absence of the more stringent process
safety rules applied by Contra Costa County. Figure 1 also demonstrates that the TRIR
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performance of the three CCC refineries was not materially different than their U.S. peers on
a collective basis.
 The U.S. refining industry has steadily reduced its average Fat/DAW rate by 85% over the
same 15-year period, as shown in Appendix Figure 2. Once again, this performance mirrors
the reduction achieved by the three CCC refineries, but was achieved in the absence of the
CCC ordinance. Figure 2 also demonstrates that the Fat/DAW performance of the three CCC
refineries was not materially different than their U.S. peers.
 Appendix Figures 3 and 4 show similar declines in TRIR and Fat/DAW, respectively, when
limiting the data to just facility personnel. While the facility data suggests the three CCC
refineries somewhat outperformed their U.S. peers in the Fat/DAW category between 2004
and 2012, recent performance was no different. The opposite appears true for TRIR, where
the average U.S. refinery outperformed the three CCC facilities until recently.
•

Despite RAND’s prediction of a seven-fold improvement in safety, refineries subject to the
CCC ordinance did not clearly outperform other U.S. refineries.
 Appendix Figures 5 and 6 show TRIR and Fat/DAW, respectively, for individual CCC
refineries and the U.S. average since 2003. If one assumes that the CCC ordinance has had
the significant positive impact on process safety performance, the RAND Report suggests
the individual CCC refineries should have consistently outperformed their U.S. peers since
the ordinance went into effect; however, that was not the case for either TRIR or Fat/DAW.
As both figures clearly demonstrate, the safety performance of a CCC refinery in any given
year can be either better or worse than the U.S. average with respect to these two important
safety metrics.
 Appendix Figures 7 and 8 show TRIR and Fat/DAW, respectively, of these same refineries
when the data is limited to just facility personnel since 2000. As Figure 7 clearly
demonstrates, the TRIR for CCC refineries in any given year can be either better or worse
than the U.S. average. Figure 8 suggests the Fat/DAW is somewhat better for the CCC
refineries relative to the U.S. average, but not on the consistent basis one would expect if it
were the ordinance that was actually producing a significant improvement in safety
performance.
 Because individual company culture can influence safety performance differently from
company to company, we also examined each CCC refinery’s performance relative to its
non-CCC company peers. If the CCC ordinance was actually the main driver for improved
safety performance, then one would expect the CCC refineries to clearly outperform their
respective non-CCC refineries owned and operated by the same company. Appendix
Figures 9 and Figure 10 show TRIR and Fat/DAW, respectively, for Refiner A’s CCC facility,
all of Refiner A’s facilities and the U.S. average since 2006. While Refiner A’s CCC site
clearly outperformed all of Refiner A’s facilities in TRIR over this period, this may have been
due to the fact that Refiner A performed poorly relative to its U.S. peers, making it easier for
its CCC site to look better by simply achieving average U.S. performance. That was not the
case with respect to Fat/DAW, as shown in Figure 10, where there was little difference in the
CCC site’s performance and its company and U.S. peers.
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 Appendix Figures 11 and 12 show TRIR and Fat/DAW, respectively, for Refiner B’s CCC
site, all of Refiner B’s facilities and the U.S. average since 2006. While Refiner B’s CCC site
outperformed the average performance of all of Refiner B’s facilities during most years, the
differences were not significant, and its CCC refinery’s performance was not better on a
consistent basis.
 Appendix Figures 13 and 14 show the TRIR and Fat/DAW, respectively, for Refiner C’s CCC
site, all of Refiner C’s facilities and the U.S. average since 2006. Up until 2012, the average
of Refiner C’s facilities outperformed its CCC site in both categories. Recent performance
appears to be similar.
 As the safety metrics found in Appendix Figures 9 through 14 demonstrate, there were no
clear distinctions in safety performance between CCC refineries and their non-CCC company
peers. Nor were there clear distinctions relative to the average performance of the U.S.
refining industry.
 Average Tier 1 incident rates at CCC refineries do appear approximately one third lower than
their non-CCC California peers, as shown in Appendix Table 1 (following Appendix Figure
14); however, on a year-to-year basis, non-CCC California refineries outperformed CCC
facilities in two of the five years shown.
 Average Tier 2 incident rates at CCC refineries are also lower than those at their non-CCC
California peers, also shown in Appendix Table 1 (following Appendix Figure 14); however,
the average difference has significantly narrowed over the past few years and non-CCC
California refineries outperformed CCC facilities in 2015.
 Since the same dramatic improvement in safety performance took place nationwide in the
absence of the more stringent process safety rules applied to Contra Costa County
refineries, we conclude the similar improvement in refinery process safety performance at
the three CCC refineries would have occurred regardless of the ordinance and that the
ordinance itself was not the sole reason for any perceived reduction in major refinery incident
rates. At a minimum, we can state that the RAND Report offers no clear evidence of any
cause and effect relationship between the ordinance and any differences in process safety
performance.
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IV. Evaluation of RAND’s Estimate of Costs
As discussed above, the data utilized by RAND to estimate the cost associated with the proposed
GISO was obtained from its survey of California refineries. Despite the many shortcomings of the
survey results and the process employed, the RAND Report authors also state that they believe the
data collected was of good quality, quite consistent and potentially inflated since the data was
provided by refiners motivated toward minimizing further regulatory burden. As noted above, our
review of the same data led us to completely different conclusions. Our analysis shows that RAND
grossly under estimated the GISO’s potential cost to industry, ignored selected responses to its own
survey and omitted from its Report certain survey data and feedback that would have called into
question numerous aspects of its analysis and conclusions. Specifically, our analysis found:
•

The RAND Report excluded important cost data and related data caveats.
 All but one WSPA member reportedly qualified its cost data by clearly stating to RAND that,
a) their responses excluded significant costs associated with implementing modifications
triggered by the added safety reviews and criteria imposed by the proposed GISO and/or, b)
reported costs assumed the proposed GISO would be substantially similar to and enforced
like the CCC ordinance. We found nothing in RAND’s analysis of cost to suggest they
recognized or considered these important qualifications.
 None of the refiners could have known or understood the cost impact of the regulatory
amendments being considered to CalARP since these proposed changes were unknown at
the time of the survey. As a result, the cost data RAND relied upon would not have contained
any cost associated with differences in CalARP relative to the GISO.
 While the RAND Report clearly states its objective “was to assess the cost and benefits of
the proposed California PSM [GISO] and California Accidental Release Program
regulations,” we did not find (within the Report) any cost data, analysis or provisions for cost
associated with the proposed changes to CalARP that are different from or in addition to the
proposed changes to the GISO.

•

The Rand survey directed respondents to make inappropriate assumptions regarding the
proposed rule and its enforcement that biased the results.
 We understand from our conversations with WSPA members that RAND emphasized during
the survey process that refiners should assume the proposed modifications to the GISO and
CalARP would look like and be enforced in a manner similar to the CCC safety ordinance.
Thus, we believe RAND assumed that the CCC refineries should have very little new cost of
compliance and the other California refineries’ cost would be no more than what their CCC
counterparts previously incurred. Such an assumption would have created a bias for and/or
an expectation of low costs
 Two of the three CCC refiners qualified their cost data as estimates that assumed the
proposed amendments would be written and enforced in a cost-effective, collaborative
manner similar to what was done in Contra Costa County. Our review suggests that there
are numerous differences in the proposed regulations from the CCC ordinance, such that the
potential for more costly enforcement is quite high.
 While RAND cites significant confidence in the cost data they presented in the Report, only
one of the 10 WSPA member refineries expressed above average confidence in the data
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they provided. Further, that single refinery was a CCC refiner who qualified their confidence
by stating it was based upon the assumption that the proposed order would be written and
enforced in a manner similar to what was currently being done in Contra Costa County.
•

The RAND Report failed to adequately evaluate the valid reasons for the higher cost
estimates before discarding them.
 The refineries that reported the highest costs also tended to be the ones that either had data
upon which to rely or were able to obtain feedback and involvement from technical and
engineering groups compared to those that did not have such access due primarily to the
abbreviated survey schedule.
 The “high cost” data point RAND chose to discard as an “outlier” was from one of the few
refineries whose cost estimate included implementation costs and was not subject to caveats
and qualifications, suggesting that is should have been included rather than discarded. We
also learned during the interview process that this refiner believed it had a reasonable cost
database on which it based its estimate. Our analysis suggests that this refiner’s estimate
was not an “outlier,” especially given the number of qualified responses that cited substantial,
but unquantified, costs it failed to include.

•

Lack of relevant technical expertise may have led the RAND authors to make invalid
assumptions
 Our analysis of the RAND Report suggests that it relied on partial and qualified responses for
its cost analysis rather, than evaluating the refiner’s full estimated cost of compliance.
 While it is possible that RAND’s lack of familiarity with the refining industry and process
safety management may have caused them to believe the terms “significant” and
“substantial” mean something less, we recognize, and also confirmed with WSPA members,
that a refiner’s use of these terms means “tens or hundreds of millions of dollars.”
 We believe RAND, and perhaps some refineries, failed to consider the likelihood of
additional costs that will be incurred when RAGAGEP imposed the “force of law.” Even if
refiners are complying with RAGAGEP, when a standard, specification or best practice
becomes “the law,” refiners generally respond by self-imposing some form of compliance
margin. Typically, that compliance margin carries with it some form of cost and/or lost
opportunity. A comparable example is when EPA made various ASTM and state RVP
specifications the legal maximums for the summer VOC-control period. Immediately, refiners
and blenders imposed a 0.3 psi compliance margin which for the past five years (2011-2015)
directly cost the refining industry $560 million annually.

On the whole, we believe RAND utilized, for its cost analysis, a selected group of incomplete cost
data to predict an unrealistically low cost of compliance that failed to fully consider the total cost
required to implement all of the changes to refinery processes and equipment that will be generated
by new mandates created by the proposed changes to the GISO and CalARP.
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V. Evaluation of RAND’s Estimate of Benefits
The RAND Report’s estimation of the benefits that refiners and the California public will realize from
the implementation of the proposed GISO suffers from several significant deficiencies that
undermine its validity. These unrealistic simplifications and flaws contribute to RAND grossly
overstating any likely benefits that may eventually be attributable to the amended regulations.
Further, after reviewing the same data RAND received and speaking with the refinery personnel
responsible for completing the survey, we find that RAND omitted from its Report key survey data
and responses that would have called into question certain aspects of its benefit estimates and the
resulting cost/benefit analysis and conclusions.
Our analysis of the study’s major flaws with respect to the estimate of benefits show:
•

RAND’s conclusions are not supported by a full analysis of the data:
 The foundation to RAND’s estimation of benefits accruing from the proposed GISO is the
assumption that the GISO will materially reduce deaths and major incidents at California
refineries. To support this hypothesis, they cite the supposed superior safety performance of
the three CCC refineries that have operated for more than a decade under what RAND calls
a similar industrial safety order; however, the assumption that these refineries have superior
safety performance relative to other California refineries is not supported by either the list of
incidents RAND cites or the additional safety metrics we provide in our evaluation.
 RAND admits in its Report that the limited safety statistics they do cite are not statistically
significant and then go on to rely upon questionable probability analysis to assert a non-CCC
refinery is seven times more likely to have a major incident compared with a CCC refinery,
an assumption not supported by any of the additional safety metrics we reviewed and have
presented in our evaluation.
 Assuming there was a statistically significant difference between the process safety
performance at CCC refineries and their U.S. and non-CCC California peers; something we
did not find, RAND presents no evidence of a cause and effect relationship created by the
CCC industrial safety ordinance.
 WSPA member refineries unanimously told RAND via its survey that they expected no
significant improvement in safety performance and that no economic benefit would be
derived from implementation of the GISO, input completely counter to RAND’s fundamental
benefit assumption. One WSPA member did state its belief that the additional rigor imposed
by the DMR provisions would lead to improvements in this particular aspect of process
safety.
 Even if the proposed GISO should improve the safety performance at all California refineries,
the magnitude of safety improvement and the reduction in frequency of major incidents
attributable to the GISO (and CalARP) will be nowhere near as dramatic as the RAND
Report suggests. As we demonstrated earlier, the additional safety metrics show no gap in
performance between CCC and other U.S. refineries and no more than a small gap relative
to non-CCC California facilities. This clearly suggests, in our opinion, that if any benefits
attributable to the proposed GISO do occur, they will be a fraction of the amount RAND
estimates.
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•

The RAND Report relies in part on outdated and inaccurate avoided cost estimates, and
fails to consider offsetting cost factors, such as insurance.
 RAND’s analysis of three major refinery incidents in California over the 1999-2015 timeframe
leads them to erroneously conclude a major incident will cost a refiner $220 million. With
respect to actual out-of-pocket costs for repairs, fines and other associated payments, RAND
cites values between $16 million and $44 million for the two oldest incidents. It presented no
data regarding the most recent (2015) incident. It went on to estimate the “opportunity cost”
of lost refinery production, which by its measure would average $180-$200 million for future
incidents; however, its estimation assumed a typical California refinery product slate was
valued at $4 per gallon, and the refinery would realize about 7 percent of that amount as
“profit” had it operated. While we could quibble with their methodology, they blatantly
overestimated the product slate value. We project a typical product slate would consist of 10
percent premium CARBOB, 45 percent regular CARBOB, 30 percent CARB diesel, 5 percent
jet fuel, 5 percent heavy fuel oil and propane and 5 percent fuel grade petroleum coke. When
applying historical West Coast spot petroleum prices to this hypothetical slate, we found the
average value to vary from a low of $1.20 per gallon (year to date 2016) and a high of $2.90
per gallon (2012). The average value over the 2006-2015 timeframe was $2.33 per gallon.
Thus, RAND’s assumption of $4 per gallon grossly overstates the average “opportunity cost”
associated with these incidents by approximately $80 million or 36 percent. Given RAND
appears to utilize a 13-fold factor for converting direct costs into total California GSP, that
suggests they overstated the total GSP “hit” of the Exxon Torrance incident by 36 percent,
an amount equal to $2.5 billion of their $7 billion estimated amount.
 RAND implies by its inclusion of “Caveats” listed on page 77 that their estimated avoided
costs excludes a number of costs that would increase their estimated benefit of the GISO to
industry. Items such as liability, injury and gross negligence claims, while possible, are far
less likely to be real, much less material, costs. The final three items cited by RAND cannot
be costs under RAND’s own methodology since these items would be reflected in the impact
to California gasoline prices which RAND has already counted. More importantly, RAND has
excluded or overlooked the fact that refineries carry insurance for property damage, liability
claims, and in most cases, business interruption. While there is always the potential for
annual insurance premiums to rise following a major incident, payment of insurance claims
would certainly limit the actual cost to industry of these infrequent incidents. Had RAND
included the impact of insurance coverage in its calculations, it would have significantly
lowered the estimated benefits of the proposed GISO.
 RAND continues to cite the potential for avoided deaths as a benefit from the proposed
GISO despite the lack of statistical relevance of the three CCC refineries they cite. As we
have previously shown in our evaluation of RAND’s analysis of the relative safety
performance of CCC and other California refineries, depending upon the data set selected
for examination, non-CCC California facilities can have lower fatality rates than the CCC
group, and it would take only a single fatality at any of the three CCC refineries within a 10year time span to exceed the average U.S. refining fatality rate since 2011.
 RAND calculates the collective GSP “hit” from the three incidents of $12.8 billion spread out
over the 16-year period results in an $800 million per year loss due to incidents of this type.
As we clearly demonstrated in a previous bullet point, assuming RAND’s GSP analysis
methodology is even reasonable (a separate evaluation outside our expertise and scope to
be made by others), their calculated values are overstated by at least 36 percent due to the
flawed output value assumption. RAND goes on to argue it will take a mere 7 percent
reduction in risk of a major incident to breakeven with their estimated annual compliance cost
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of $58 million per year; however if the real avoided costs were only $200 million due to lower
values of the refinery average product slate and lower multipliers associated with GSP and
coupled with costs of compliance similar to RAND’s upper range (values we believe to be
much more likely), then the breakeven risk reduction becomes an unrealistic 90 percent.
•

RAND fails to consider impact of proposed rule on refinery viability.
 RAND also fails to acknowledge the very real potential for this new economic burden
becoming the “final” straw in a decision to close a refinery. This ultimate example of an
unintended consequence would reverse all of the major economic benefits RAND associates
with implementation of the proposed GISO. The combination of, a) new MARPOL
specifications lowering the sulfur level of residual bunker fuel sometime between 2020 and
2025, b) the unwillingness of state and local entities to permit construction of facilities to
accommodate use of domestic crudes at selected California locations and c) the overall
difficulty of permitting and economically modifying California refineries to respond to the
MARPOL changes make it conceivable that at least one California refinery may close.
Adding even more onerous and costly regulation like the proposed GISO, as it is currently
written, will elevate the likelihood of a major California refinery closure to 50/50, in our
opinion. Should a California refinery close because of the proposed GISO, the impact to fuel
supplies, loss of jobs, and “hit” to GSP will be equal to the impact of a major refinery incident,
but will be experienced continually. RAND’s analysis suggests an annual “benefit” from the
GISO of approximately 10% of the average economic consequence of a major incident being
avoided. Thus, it would take no more than a 10% probability that the GISO would trigger the
shutdown of a major California refinery to drive RAND’s calculated net benefit to zero.
 Even though RAND’s Structured Interview Questions asked respondents if they were
currently performing the various reviews being required by the GISO and the responses
RAND received showed that anywhere from half to almost all respondents (depending upon
the particular review – i.e., DMR, HHCA, SPA, RCA, etc.) were already conducting some
form of each review (most likely on higher risk processes, equipment and piping), we found
nothing in RAND’s benefit analysis or its Report where this was considered. This leads us to
believe much of the intended benefits from the main provisions of the GISO are already
being realized and helps explain why WSPA members see little, if any, added benefit from
the proposed GISO.

Overall, we find RAND’s use of statistically insignificant data and probability analysis to be
insufficient for justifying costly and potentially burdensome regulations. This is especially true in view
of evidence that, i) safety performance at all U.S. refineries continues to improve in the absence of
new layers of costly industrial safety regulation, ii) safety performance at the three CCC refineries is
not materially better than the average performance at less regulated U.S. refineries according to a
number of safety metrics, and iii) most California refineries are already conducting their own versions
of the new process safety reviews being proposed by the GISO.
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Aggregate OSHA TRIR Rate - Refiner C
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APPENDIX TABLE 1
WSPA MEMBER API 754 INCIDENTS
CCC

Non‐CCC

2011

1.00

2.43

2012

1.33

1.00

2013

0.33

1.00

2014

0.33

1.00

2015

1.33

1.14

2011‐15

0.87

1.31

2013‐15

0.67

1.05

2011

2.67

3.71

2012

1.33

4.14

2013

2.67

4.57

2014

2.67

4.57

2015

3.67

3.00

2011‐15

2.60

4.00

2013‐15

3.00

3.62

Tier 1 Incidents

Tier 2 Incidents

